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What is the nicest way to pamper kids without the effect of spoiling them at the end?Listen to

them. Really, really listen. This sounds like it’s not pampering, like it should be a basic thing,

and I agree, it should be. But generally, it’s not. Life is hard. It’s busy. And sometimes, it’s hard

to make the time or attention to listen. But if you can figure it out, it’s the single nicest way to

pamper children without spoiling them. In fact, it makes them better.Talk to them. Really, really

talk. Drop the talking-to-a-child voice. Drop the authoritative or patronizing intonations. Just talk.

Keep it age appropriate of course, but also think about what exactly that means. It doesn’t

mean you have to hide everything from them.This past year, as I made the decision to divorce

my husband and began preparing for that, I started talking to my children more. I started

listening to them better. I knew that we were about to become a very, very different family unit

than they were used to. I knew that they’d be with me most of the time, just like they had been

for all their lives, and I knew that we needed to be able to communicate better than ever. So I

started listening. First, just to the light things they wanted to tell me: the stories they were

making up as they played, the schoolyard dramas, their endless wishes for birthdays and

Christmas, and their daily changing birthday decoration plans. Then, how they felt. What they

were scared of. What they liked.And I started talking to them. We were in the midst of some

turmoil at home, and it was good for them to actually have frank conversation with me. As a

side note, it ended up making the transition during my divorce much easier for them. But also,

they just really appreciated hearing from me. They could tell that I was being genuine. I was

surprised because I found that sometimes they caught right on to some sarcastic humor I use

— and they loved it. They loved being the recipient of genuine talk from me without another

adult around.Now, my eight and a half year old will make sly little jokes to me sometimes,

testing the waters, and when I laugh or make a snarky (teasing) reply, he eats it right up. My six

and a half year old will come find me in a quiet moment and sit and talk to me for quite awhile,

telling me crazy stories he’s invented, far-fetched things he thinks about, and how he’s feeling

and dealing with the divorce and all the changes. My five and a half year old relishes time

spent listening to him patiently, because with the combination of his autism and speech delay,

his verbal communication has been pretty far behind and sometimes hard for people to listen to

patiently or understand. Having me listening to him with all my attention and talking back to him

in a way that’s clear but also not baby talk or stilted means a lot to him. My three and a half

year old loves to make up stories and be told made up stories. She likes to talk about her day

and she also likes to ask about mine. Even at three, she can tell a genuine response from not,

and is so engaged when I’m actually talking to her about the events of the day and not

worrying about whether she understands them or not.
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